Design of an Ankle Rehab Robot With a Compliant Parallel Kinematic Mechanism
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In this article, we present the design of a novel ankle rehabilitation robot (ARR), called the Flex-ARR, that employs a compliant parallel kinematic mechanism (PKM) with decoupled degrees-of-freedom. While multiple ARRs have been developed and commercialized, their clinical adoption has been limited primarily because they do not emulate the natural motion of the ankle. Based on a review of existing ARRs and their limitations, this article defines functional requirements and design specifications for an optimal ARR. These are then used to develop a design strategy followed by conceptual and detailed design of a novel ARR. The proposed Flex-ARR is designed to collocate the biological center of rotation of the ankle with that of the robot's center of rotation to allow natural ankle motion. The strategic use of a compliant PKM in the Flex-ARR not only absorbs any residual misalignment between these two centers but also helps inherently accommodate variations in user foot sizes with minimal adjustments. Detailed design includes the ARR structure with adjustable features, compliant PKM optimization, sensor and actuator selection, and an alignment tool. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4050103]
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1 Background and Motivation

The ankle is a complex joint connecting the leg region of the lower limb to the foot and allows for daily activities like maintaining balance and walking [1,2]. Figure 1 shows the ankle with its associated axes, center of rotation (CoR), and motions. The ankle supports large loads (~3 to 6 kN) during activities like walking and running. Not surprisingly, it is the site of many musculoskeletal injuries that require rehabilitation such as sprain injuries and ligament injuries [2]. In addition to musculoskeletal injuries, the ankle also requires rehabilitation in cases of neurological disorders/injuries such as cerebral palsy and stroke leading to a loss of motor control or drop foot [3,4]. Rehabilitation therapy (also known as simply rehab) plays a vital role in the treatment of said injuries [2].

Typically, rehab for musculoskeletal ankle injuries involves passive/active range-of-motion (RoM) and muscle strengthening exercises. Therapists use manual exercise, free weights, and specialized passive devices such as balance boards and resistance bands to conduct rehab [5]. Stroke neurorehabilitation usually requires additional task-specific movement training to promote motor recovery, e.g., by using a gait training robot to mimic walking gait of the patient [6]. Across the various forms of rehab, therapists find it challenging to conduct exercises in a repetitive and precise manner to ensure consistency of treatment. Repetitive manual exercises often fatigue the therapist and can potentially impact the quality of treatment. Therapists also need to assess the patient’s ankle during the course of therapy. They may conduct this assessment using tools such as a goniometer (for range of motion) or a dynamometer (for muscle strength), and they often use their own subjective judgment for such evaluation [7-11].

Robotic devices for rehabilitation have been proposed to address these challenges for several reasons: (a) robots can be designed to provide a wide range of repetitive therapy exercises in a precise manner without tiring the therapist and (b) robots can employ multiple sensors to capture accurate quantitative data about the ankle that can be used to provide objective assessment and therapy decisions [2,7,12-14]. While several robots have been proposed for ankle rehabilitation, as summarized in Sec. 2, the following limitations in the design and performance of existing ankle rehabilitation robots (ARRs) have been identified in the literature [7,15]:

1. The ARRs do not adequately emulate the natural motion of the ankle, i.e., allow the patient to move their ankle as they naturally would. The negative consequences of not emulating natural ankle motion include reaction torques at the ankle and/or unnatural compensatory motion of the patient’s lower limb joints (i.e., knee or hip). The unnatural motion of the ankle is in response to the misalignment of the biological center of rotation (B-CoR) of the ankle and the robot center of rotation (R-CoR), which interferes with the therapy [15,16].

2. An inability of ARR to adapt to the highly varying individual needs of the patients who present with large variations in the size and the shape of their lower limb. This variation includes varying RoM, muscle strength, axis and center of rotation. These variations make the setup and use of the ARR by a physical therapist more onerous.

To address these limitations in existing ARR, we present the design of a novel ARR, called the Flex-ARR (Fig. 2), which uses a compliant parallel kinematic mechanism (PKM) to provide two decoupled degrees-of-freedom (DoF); plantarflexion/dorsiflexion

![Fig. 1 Ankle axes, center of rotation, and motions](image-url)
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This compliant PKM is designed with appropriate compliance along its degrees of constraint (DoC) to absorb minor misalignment of the B-CoR and R-CoR and allow for natural ankle motion. The PKM also allows the Flex-ARR to inherently accommodate for variations in patient’s lower limb dimensions without the need for onerous adjustment features. The Flex-ARR includes a novel pre-therapy alignment tool that allows the therapist to locate the B-CoR, while the patient is seated or laying down on an examination bed before strapping the patient to the Flex-ARR, thereby allowing better view and access. Existing ARRs rely on visual alignment between the B-CoR and the R-CoR [17], which is not only challenging for the therapist but also prone to misalignment errors.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. A detailed review of existing ARRs is presented in Sec. 2. Through an assessment of current ARRs limitations, ankle biomechanics, and therapist needs, a list of functional requirements (FRs) and design specifications is compiled in Sec. 3. A design strategy to address these requirements and specifications and resulting concept generation is presented in Secs. 4 and 5, respectively. The detailed design of the Flex-ARR including PKM optimization, actuator and sensor selection, and overall structural design and adjustability are covered in Sec. 6. Future work that includes fabrication and testing is discussed in Sec. 7.

2 Review of Commercial and Research Ankle Rehabilitation Robots

ARRs can be categorized into two functional types—wearable and platform [2,7,18]. Wearable ARRs such as exoskeletons for rehab [19] comprise a customizable anthropomorphic user interface for reinforcement and corrective training procedures [2,7,8]. Platform ARRs comprise a mobile plate that transmits motion and forces to the patient’s foot and is connected to a static base [7,20] via a mechanism. Platform ARRs are most commonly used in physical therapy clinical settings and are typically designed to control the INV/EV and PF/DF motion of the ankle [2,7]. They are used in rehab to improve the RoM of the ankle, avoid ankle stiffness, and improve muscle strength. This article focuses on platform ARRs as they remain an unsolved challenge in the field of rehab robotics and meet a wider range of needs for the therapist.

Table 1 and associated Fig. 3 provide a summary of various existing platform ARRs in the research literature. Typically, platform ARRs implement PKMs [2,7,18] between the mobile plate and the static base as opposed to serial kinematic mechanisms due to the former’s multi-DoF capability in a compact form factor and high stiffness [21]. In the literature, it has been proposed that the misalignment between the ARRs center of rotation (R-CoR) and the B-CoR is responsible for preventing natural motion of the ankle [7,15,25]. Most PKMs in existing ARRs present kinematic or accessibility limitations in their ability to align their R-CoR with the B-CoR of the patient’s ankle. These ARRs either have R-CoRs that do not remain stationary [20,26,29] or have R-CoRs that are fixed but present practical challenges in being able to collocate them with the B-CoRs of different patients before and during rehab when exercises are conducted over the RoM of the ankle [24,25].

The ARRs presented in Figs. 3(a), 3(b), 3(d), and 3(f) have a fixed R-CoR and provide enough space for the patient’s foot to interface with the ARR. These ARRs leverage different types of mechanisms with the goal of providing an R-CoR that can be collocated with the B-CoR. However, the ankle, while often modeled as a perfect spherical joint, has axes of rotations (and
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**Table 1 Selection of representative ARRs from the literature review**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (robot name)</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>DoF</th>
<th>PF/DF</th>
<th>INV/EV</th>
<th>Type of training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li et al. [21] (PARR), Fig. 3(a)</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>42/26</td>
<td>16/16</td>
<td>CPM, assistive, resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumar et al. [22]</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>37/20</td>
<td>35/15</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou et al. [23], Fig. 3(e)</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Proprioceptive evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamwal et al. [15], Fig. 3(b)</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>46/46</td>
<td>26/26</td>
<td>CPM, resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saglia et al. [14] (ARBOT), Fig. 3(c)</td>
<td>2009, 2013</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15–20</td>
<td>30/30</td>
<td>CPM, assistive, resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [24]</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>CPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malosio et al. [25] (PKAnkle), Fig. 3(f)</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>55/55</td>
<td>CPM, resistance, balance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoon and Ryu [26]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>45/45</td>
<td>40/40</td>
<td>CPM, resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girone et al. [20] (Rutgers Ankle), Fig. 3(h)</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Fig. 2 Proposed Flex-ARR full system CAD**

(PF/DF), and inversion/eversion (INV/EV) rotations of the ankle. This compliant PKM is designed with appropriate compliance along its degrees of constraint (DoC) to absorb minor misalignment of the B-CoR and R-CoR and allow for natural ankle motion. The PKM also allows the Flex-ARR to inherently accommodate for variations in patient’s lower limb dimensions without the need for onerous adjustment features. The Flex-ARR includes a novel pre-therapy alignment tool that allows the therapist to locate the B-CoR, while the patient is seated or laying down on an examination bed before strapping the patient to the Flex-ARR, thereby allowing
associated B-CoR) that move throughout its RoM [1,30,31]. As a result, existing ARRs with fixed R-CoRs are unable to address the CoR misalignment throughout the RoM of the ankle since the mechanisms are generally too stiff in their constraint directions. Recognizing these limitations, some researchers have used surface electromyography to track unfavorable muscle activation to identify misalignment [32]. This provides further evidence that compensatory motion of lower limb (such as knee or hip) is indicative of unnatural ankle motion.

The ARRs in Figs. 3(c) and 3(g) have a central strut with a universal joint at the end that connects to the mobile plate to provide the DoF and DoC. However, the universal joint of the central strut places the R-CoR below the moving plate, and it is impossible to collocate it with the B-CoR of the ankle. The ARR presented in Fig. 3(b) (Rutgers Ankle) has 6 DoF and a virtual CoR that can be controlled. To collocate it with the B-CoR requires perfect tracking of the patients B-CoR, which poses practical challenges and increases control complexity [14,15,27].

Several commercial platform-type ARRs were also investigated [33], and it was found that while the weight and overall dimensions of the robots vary, the key performance capabilities do not. Most commercial ARRs include the PF/DF and INV/EV range of motion of the robot. User interfaces are explicitly integrated into all of the commercial ARRs with ergonomic considerations made for lower limb restraints (e.g., straps) and the ability to adapt to varying lower limb dimensions [34–38]. However, they do not address the need of reducing or accommodating the misalignment of the R-CoR and B-CoR and often require numerous adjustments.

In addition to the limitations of the ARR mechanisms in providing an R-CoR that can be collocated with the B-CoR, most ARRs (research and commercial) rely on visual determination of the B-CoR and its alignment with the R-CoR by the therapist during initial setup. The therapist first uses their skill and judgment to visually determine the B-CoR of the patient, and then second, they attempt to collocate it with the R-CoR of the ARR. This process has the potential for error in both steps—an attempt by experts to identify the B-CoR using sight can lead to an error as high as 9 mm [17]. This error is compounded by the second step, and there is no data available on the error involved in visually aligning a point on the patient’s ankle with the R-CoR of the ARR. This serves as motivation for an alignment tool as part of the platform ARR, in addition to an appropriate ARR mechanism, to ultimately ensure natural ankle motion.

A more detailed discussion of the platform ARRs found in the literature and commercial products is presented in Ref. [27]. In summary, the need for an ARR that allows for natural ankle motion by the alignment of R-CoR and B-CoR over the entire range of motion and that meets the needs of a broad population with varying physiology remain unsolved. Based on this review of the literature, a list of functional requirements for the design of an optimal platform ARR were generated.

3 Functional Requirements for Ankle Rehabilitation Robot

Based on an assessment of existing ARRs, their limitations, and the needs of therapists, several system level FRs for an optimal platform ARR are proposed:

**FR1—Adequate DoF:** The optimal ARR should provide at least two rotational DoFs, specifically to allow for controlled rotation in PF/DF and INV/EV. These motions are used in everyday activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FR</th>
<th>Specifications</th>
<th>Target Value</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Flex-ARR Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FR1</td>
<td>RoM in PF/DF (deg)</td>
<td>±25</td>
<td>Values vary in literature, a representative sample was</td>
<td>±25 (verified by CAD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR1</td>
<td>RoM in INV/EV (deg)</td>
<td>±15</td>
<td>chosen [1,39]</td>
<td>±20 (verified by CAD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR1</td>
<td>Peak speed (deg/s)</td>
<td>≥23</td>
<td>This was determined based on motion profile estimation</td>
<td>42 (actuator datasheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR1</td>
<td>Peak resistance torque of ankle (Nm)</td>
<td>≥25</td>
<td>Based on passive ankle stiffness model, at max PF position</td>
<td>30 (actuator datasheet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR4</td>
<td>Position resolution (deg)</td>
<td>~1</td>
<td>5x improvement on Goniometer [9,10]</td>
<td>0.09 (encoder resolution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR4</td>
<td>Torque Resolution [Nm]</td>
<td>~0.1</td>
<td>Benchmarked to dynamometer [41]</td>
<td>0.1 (motor driver current resolution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR3</td>
<td>Misalignment between B-CoR and R-CoR</td>
<td>&lt;5 deg</td>
<td>Based on current ARRs misalignment est.</td>
<td>See Sec. 6.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR3</td>
<td>Foot length (in.)</td>
<td>&lt;12</td>
<td>Based on data of US population [42]</td>
<td>12 (foot plate length is 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR2</td>
<td>Foot width (in.)</td>
<td>&lt;4</td>
<td>5 (foot plate width is 6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR2</td>
<td>Lower limb length (m)</td>
<td>~0.78</td>
<td>Mean limb lengths [43]</td>
<td>See Sec. 6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
such as walking, and hence, therapists focus on these motions during therapy.

**FR2—Customizable to Individual Patients:** The ARR should be able to accommodate a broad spectrum of patients, given their varying dimensions of the lower limb, foot, or type of injury while requiring minimal adjustments.

**FR3—Natural Ankle Motion:** The ARR should provide no kinematic or accessibility limitation to the natural motion of the patient’s ankle. We postulate that to promote natural ankle motion, the ARR should absorb any misalignment (translational and angular) between the B-CoR and R-CoR throughout the rehab (i.e., both at initial setup and during rehab exercise).

**FR4—Multiple Therapy Modes:** The ARR should have multiple therapy modes, i.e., continuous passive motion (CPM) and muscle strengthening (resistance therapy). The ARR must also provide multiple quantitative measurements to assess the health of the ankle such as its RoM, joint speed, muscle strength, and muscle proprioception.

**FR5—Safety and Ergonomics:** The ARR should be safe for the patient and therapist to use. The ARR should include multiple, redundant safety measures to prevent any injury and pain to the patient and also ensure that there are no obstructions to the therapist performing therapy.

The functional requirements qualitatively capture the problem scope and definition, Table 2 provides the corresponding quantifiable technical specifications for an optimal ARR.

## 4 Proposed Design Strategy for Ankle Rehabilitation Robot

Based on the aforementioned FRs and technical specifications, a design strategy for ARRs was developed. The optimal ARR is decomposed into individual modules or subsystems, as shown schematically in Fig. 4. The platform ARR will have a frame module, which will serve as the ‘reference ground’ for the PKM module to provide DoFs to the moving plate. In addition, the frame module will be load bearing and will bear the weight of the PKM, actuators, sensors, patient’s lower limb, etc. The patient’s leg region will be attached to the ARR frame. The foot has DoF with respect to the leg region, and if the ARR mechanism shares this ground, its DoFs can be aligned with those of the foot more easily.

**Fig. 4 Schematic of the proposed design strategy for ARR**

Per FR1, the optimal ARR mechanism should have at least 2 DoF, and as per FR2, it should be able to adapt to individual patient needs. Ideally, all of this should be accomplished by the mechanism module. The mechanism should produce a virtual center of rotation (the R-CoR) between the foot plate module and the frame module and leave enough physical space for a patient to insert their foot into the foot plate module such that their B-CoR can be collocated with the R-CoR and absorb any misalignment between the CoRs. This will address FR3. The foot plate module of the ARR will be the interface of the ARR with the patient’s foot. Upon actuation, the mechanism should impart motion to the foot module, and the foot module will convey that motion to the patient’s foot and ankle.

Per FR4, the optimal ARR should have an actuation module to actuate the mechanism to provide therapy, and a sensor module to provide objective quantitative measurements of ankle health parameters such as RoM, speed, and muscle strength. As per FR5, the proposed ARR would require a user interface for the therapist to control its operation and an interface for the patient for the purpose of evaluation (i.e., proprioception evaluation) and for safety (i.e., safety stop). To ensure the safety of the patient and therapist, the ARR should also comprise a safety module, mechanical hard stops, emergency stop buttons, and software-based limits.

Finally, the ARR should comprise a Data Acquisition & Control module to control the DoFs of the PKM in the various therapy modes and to collect the data required by the ARR and the therapist for patient assessment. A Power module provides electrical power to other modules of the system. On the basis of this proposed design strategy, we proceed to further conceptualize and develop a novel ARR with the objective of meeting all FRs listed in Sec. 3.

## 5 Concept Generation and Preliminary Design

Based on the functional decomposition provided by the aforementioned design strategy, multiple concepts were generated for each module. Special emphasis was given to the design of the mechanism module. Concept generation began with the most promising designs from the literature—modified agile eye [25] and gimbal [24] inspired mechanisms. These designs came closest to meeting all FRs defined earlier except FR3, which specifically pertain to mechanism performance. These ARRs are unable to absorb misalignment of CoRs to provide natural ankle motion. In addition, those ARRs did not provide intuitive alignment features for the therapist to use to collocate the B-CoR and R-CoR. To overcome these challenges, it was concluded that if finite compliance is introduced in the constraint directions (i.e., DoC) of the mechanism, it can alleviate any conflict between the CoRs. That kind of mechanism will allow the ARR to absorb any misalignment between the R-CoR with the B-CoR.

A broader survey of mechanisms that provide at least two rotational DoF [44] and features that meet the relevant FRs led to compliant PKMs, in particular to the FlexDex mechanism shown in Fig. 5. The FlexDex mechanism [44–46] creates a 2 DoF joint with a virtual CoR projected in an open space. As a result, this CoR can be collocated with the CoR of a human articulation joint without obstructing the natural motion of the latter. Because of the compliant transmission strips, the FlexDex mechanism can inherently accommodate variations in the user size, which effectively reduces the need for adjustment features. This mechanism also decouples the two rotational DoF, which makes actuation, transmission, and control easier.

In Fig. 6, the detailed view of the proposed Flex-ARR foot plate and associated compliant PKM are shown. The figure shows the axis for PF/DF rotation, the INV/EV rotation, and the vertical axis that corresponds to the rotational DoC of the PKM. In addition, the figure shows the R-CoR as a dot and worst-case misalignment for the B-CoR. The compliant transmission strips are a key to the design and operation of this mechanism. The transmission strips have pin joints on either end. One pin joint connects to the actuator.
via a rotational bearing, and the other pin joint has a rigid connection to the foot plate (see Figs. 6 and 7). The foot plate is the interface between the patient’s foot and the Flex-ARR. The compliant transmission strips provide the foot plate with 3 DoF with respect to the frame; 2 rotational DoF (INV/EV & PF/DF axis) and 1 translational DoF (along an axis perpendicular to the plane formed by INV/EV and PF/DF axis). In Fig. 6, the axis that intersects the misaligned B-CoR represents a worst-case scenario of misalignment of the patient’s PF/DF axis (shown at 5 deg with respect to robot PF/DF axis). Similarly, the B-CoR is misaligned by 9 mm with respect to the R-CoR. These misalignment numbers are based on the literature [17]. The misalignment between the B-CoR and R-CoR can be absorbed by the Flex-ARR DoCs. If there is any misalignment of the CoRs along the Flex-ARR DoFs, the Flex-ARR can be actuated appropriately to minimize or eliminate the misalignment.

Figure 8 shows a schematic of the patient’s lower limb and Flex-ARR to highlight potential misalignment. The hashed interfaces represent a mechanical connection (e.g., strap) between the foot plate and the patient’s foot and in between the lower limb (above the ankle) and the ARR frame. These interfaces will have some finite stiffness. By connecting the foot to the foot plate, and the leg region to the ARR frame, the ankle is isolated from other lower limb joints to prevent any compensatory motion. In this way, the foot plate and patient’s foot move as one with respect to the lower limb and ARR frame. If the B-CoR and R-CoR are misaligned, a reaction load will act on both the ankle joint and ARR mechanism along their DoC directions. If the ARR mechanism’s DoC stiffness is much higher than the ankle joint’s DoC stiffness, then this reaction load will deform the patient’s ankle more than the ARR mechanism, which is highly undesirable. This can cause injury to the patient and compromise their therapy. However, if the mechanism’s DoC stiffness is reduced to be lower than the ankle joint’s DoC stiffness, the mechanism can deform and absorb misalignment as opposed to the patient’s ankle, foot, or lower limb. The mechanism’s DoC stiffness cannot be too low or else the deformation of the transmission strips under loading can lead to too much lost motion between the actuators and the foot plate. This motivates the need to optimize the compliant PKM’s DoC and DoF stiffness in the Flex-ARR. The detailed design and optimization of transmission strips geometry is discussed in Sec. 6.

6 Detailed Design of Flex-Ankle Rehabilitation Robot System

The detailed computer-aided design (CAD) of the Flex-ARR system can be in seen in Fig. 2, Fig. 6, and Fig. 9. The Flex-ARR system consists of multiple key components: (1) Ground frame, (2) Chair, (3) Alignment tool, (4) Actuator frame, (5) Motor housing, and (6) Mechanism and Foot plate. In Secs. 6.1–6.3, each of the aforementioned components and their functions are discussed in detail. The detailed design includes the Flex-ARR compliant PKM design, Flex-ARR structure and frame, and Flex-ARR actuators and sensors.

6.1 Compliant Parallel Kinematic Mechanism Design.

The PKM used in the Flex-ARR includes three transmission strips as shown in Fig. 6—two transmission strips help provide the PF/DF motion and one transmission strip helps provide INV/
modeled using existing analytical models of living hinges [47]. As shown in Fig. 7 (left), the transmission strips can bend about their living hinges to accommodate the variations in the height of the ankle malleolus from the foot; most of the population has a height of malleolus between 2.5 and 3.5 in. [42].

During operation, the actuator will apply a moment about the X-axis as shown in Fig. 7 (right). Since the transmission strip is curved, the moment applied by the actuator will cause both bending and twisting of the strip about its DoC directions. Using the Euler beam theory, it was determined that the bending stiffness of the transmission strips will be larger than their torsional stiffness since the width of the transmission strip is significantly larger than the thickness. Using ANSYS structural finite element analysis (FEA), the bending and torsional stiffness of the transmission strips was determined. The transmission strips are made from polypropylene copolymer (PP) as it is a common material for living hinges. The material properties for PP copolymer used for analysis were found from the ANSYS Granta material database and MATWEB. As shown in Fig. 7 (right), the transmission strip has a rigid fixture on one end (rigid connection to foot plate), and the maximum actuation moment is applied about the X-axis. The geometry was meshed using tetrahedrons with a meshing element size of 0.2 mm.

The compliance of the Flex-ARR PKM was optimized to absorb the misalignment of CoRs noted earlier, without causing large lost motion of the foot plate due to deformation under loading. Also, the dimensions were selected to ensure that the strips do not experience yield failure due to loading. First, FEA was used to optimize the geometry of the transmission strips. For a transmission strip of length 2.7 in. (69 mm), width 3 in. (76 mm), and thickness 0.25 in. (6.4 mm), the bending stiffness was 660 Nm/rad and the torsional stiffness was 30 Nm/rad (while the transmission strip is not curved). This result aligns with our expectations using the Euler beam theory; the bending stiffness is almost 30x of the torsional stiffness. Second, the FEA of a transmission strip in its curved state (as expected while in use) was conducted to ensure it would not yield under loading. The maximum actuation moment will be 25 Nm for PF/DF motion (see Table 2), and this moment will be shared by two transmission strips. Under a maximum actuation moment load of 12.5 Nm, the von-mises stress was highest at the living hinges (see Fig. 7, right) at approximately 109 MPa, which is close to the tensile yield stress of 110 MPa for PP.

However, since PP material has a large elongation before failure (elongation at break can be higher than 500%), the stress at the living hinges will be relieved due to strain relief. To absorb a misalignment between R-CoR and B-CoR in the DoC of the Flex-ARR, stiffness of transmission strip about the Z-axis (which is driven by the twisting/torsional stiffness) will determine the reaction torque on the ankle and Flex-ARR. The bending and torsional stiffness are in series, and the bending stiffness is significantly larger than the torsional stiffness. Hence, for a curved transmission strip (at any expected curvature), the torsional stiffness will decide the DoC stiffness. For a worst-case misalignment of 5 deg in the PF/DF axis of rotation, and misalignment of 9 mm at the CoR, it was determined using CAD that the transmission strips will have to twist (about their Z-axis) by approximately 2.5 deg over the maximum RoM of ±25 deg. Transmission strip twisting by 2.5 deg corresponds to an approximate reaction moment of 1 Nm per strip. This means a total reaction moment of around 2 Nm acts on the patient’s ankle. This reaction torque is small (less than 10% of peak passive ankle torque), especially when compared with the reaction torque for a similar angular misalignment for a rigid ARR mechanism. The reaction torque should cause little to no compensatory motion of the knee or hip since the passive stiffness of the knee and hip joint are large (knee passive stiffness is 2x torsional stiffness of transmission strip [48]).

### 6.2 Flex-ARR Structure and Frame

The Flex-ARR was designed to accommodate physiological variations of the patient’s lower limb. As shown in Fig. 9, the height of the chair is adjustable, and the actuator frame can be adjusted toward or away from the chair. The chair relies on discrete adjustments and locks into place using spring pins. The actuator frame moves using linear bearings and uses a brake to lock into place. The motor housing is also adjustable and uses a large pitch lead screw to adjust and lock the motor housing in place. These three adjustments account for the variations in the physical dimensions of the overall lower limb. The compliant transmission strips help account for the variation in malleolus height since the adjustment is along the DoF of the mechanism, which reduces the onerous adjustments for the therapist.

Also, a novel alignment tool and associated mating feature (see Fig. 2) are designed to ensure consistent alignment of the CoRs. In Fig. 10, the alignment tool is shown as worn by a patient before any attachment to Flex-ARR. The alignment tool allows the therapist to locate the B-CoR and use the movable indicator and locking bolt to align the needle of the alignment tool with the B-CoR and lock it into place. In this way, the patients B-CoR is at a fixed known location with respect to the alignment tool mating feature. When the alignment tool mates with the motor housing (see Fig. 2), the B-CoR is reliably collocated with the R-CoR of the Flex-ARR.

### 6.3 Actuators and Sensors

The Flex-ARR requires two rotary actuators, one for each of the DoFs it provides. Based on the literature, using the passive stiffness of the ankle [40], the required peak torque for PF/DF motion is 25 Nm and for IN/EEV motion is 12.5 Nm (see Table 2). In addition, the actuators were chosen to have a reasonably large torque constant to lower the
motor current (less than 5 A). Maxon Motors EC60 flat motor with a planetary gearbox (GP52C) of transmission ratio of 74:1 was used for PF/DF. Maxon Motors EC60 flat motor with a planetary gearbox (GP52C) of transmission ratio 43:1 was used for INV/EV. The motors can overcome any transmission losses associated with friction in the transmission. Using the motor datasheets and the transmission ratios, the peak output torque and speed at peak torque were determined and shown to meet and exceed the required technical specifications (see Table 2). The motors have incremental encoders that can be used for feedback control, and the encoder count is 4096, which means a position resolution of approximately 0.09 deg.

As discussed earlier, the transmission strips will deform under actuation load, which can create lost motion between the actuators and the foot plate. Given this lost motion (using FEA lost motion under maximum moment load was found to be approximately 5 deg), the motor encoders alone are not adequate for accurate position sensing of the foot plate. Therefore, an IMU is installed on the foot plate (see Fig. 2) to provide additional position information to correct the measurement error due to deformation.

7 Future Work

In this article, the detailed design for a novel ARR (Flex-ARR) is presented along with all necessary design considerations and discussion of the literature. Future research work will include the overall mechatronic system fabrication, procurement, and assembly. Once assembled, the Flex-ARR’s performance will be verified through testing to ensure proper functioning of all safety features and compliance with all design requirements and specifications outlined in Table 2. Verification testing will ensure that subsequent validation testing with human subjects can be performed with no risk. Ultimately, the Flex-ARR performance will be validated with human subject testing. Human subject testing will include evaluating the performance of the Flex-ARR in its various operation modes such as continuous passive motion, resistance training, and assessment modes as such proprioception evaluation. In addition to the sensor-based data, subjective human experience will be captured through survey and interviews of human subjects before, during, and after using the Flex-ARR.
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